LEARN TO LOVE YOUR VOICE TESTIMONIALS

“Claire's class was incredibly helpful as I transitioned to a more senior leadership role within my organization. Highly recommended for anyone who is looking to take their vocal confidence to the next level. It's also a lot of fun!”
- Emily Baker (Vice President, Goldman Sachs Investment Banking)

“I feel confident and empowered to improve myself more. There are things I didn't realize I had to work on which is such a great thing to know now. This is only going to help me be a lifelong learner and I should thank you and your awesome program for it!”
- Jayanthi Cook (Product Manager, American Express)

“This was a very useful class with specific action items and a built-in toolbox and reboot of communication. Extremely worthwhile.”
- Kyle Cook (Product Manager, Vanguard)

“A large part of my work is about educating individuals and persuading them to take some sort of action. Removing some mental blocks I have around communication helped me to better tap into my authentic voice with less anxiety and more freedom.”
- Jennifer Lee (Higher Ed Policy Analyst, Georgia Budget and Policy Institute)

"The constructive feedback was really helpful and allowed me to improve my vocal delivery over the course of the program. It helped me assert myself more as I presented and negotiated with clients, ultimately winning projects! I respect my voice a lot more and believe in its power, instead of thinking there is something wrong with the way I speak because I don't sound like everyone else."
- Kristine Fetalco (Senior Producer - Marcom, Apple)

“Claire was very effective in how she broke out the sessions, and the mixture of content, practice, and homework. The sessions exceeded my already high expectations. I was able to get something out of each session and immediately practice. This experience has been so powerful for me, and it couldn't have come at a better time for me. I look forward to continuing to practice and continuing to get better using the techniques you have shared with us.”
- Ivy Torralba (Talent Development Senior Director, Cigna)

“I am in sales management so connecting in a confident and authentic way is critical. This training was 100% relevant to my work.”
- Sarah Berger (Director of Sales, ABBYY)
“At the time when I first talked to you, I was at my bottom. During these two months, I have been talking to strangers everyday and keep in mind the learnings from the session. Gradually I started to gain confidence. What really helped me a lot is to know who I am talking to, and to be genuine and to be myself.”
- Snow Yu (Product Manager, Expedia)

“Thank you for this class. It has transformed the way I view my voice, my communication skills, and given me the freedom to accept my voice the way it is and to be authentic. I had always struggled with a desire to ‘sound more professional’ or ‘sound less young’ and this class made me realize that most of my ‘public speaking fears’ stem from the fact that I hated the sound of my voice! Thank you so much for this transformational class.”
- Almira Baker (General Counsel, Roadmaster Group)

“You are wonderful and I have been telling everyone I talk to about how much I am learning through this class. I also recommend to people the cohort model. I signed up for it because it was economical. Not having given it a lot of thought in advance, I was surprised in the best way by how much I benefited from going through the process with supportive peers.”
- Rebecca Gordan (Executive Director, The Civic Action Project)

“I often get nervous speaking up during work meetings because I’m so focused on what everyone is thinking of me. It was revelatory to hear Claire say that we should be focusing on our message and how we want to come across! I really enjoyed the workshop. You did a great job of helping us build a sense of community and belonging even though everything was virtual!”
- Ran Ji (Senior Associate, Tyton Partners)

“I loved how structured and well-thought out this program was. Claire is kind and caring, but also pointed with her feedback. The individual feedback even in a group setting was super useful. We also learned from each other and the feedback that others received. Overall, I really enjoyed the course and will look back to the videos to refresh my memory.”
- Farnaz Erfan (Founding Head of Growth, Telmai)